All summer long, we point towards one small test of conditioning that occurs the first Friday of the school year...the mile run. This mile will be the one and only time each year we run on a track. Based on their position, players are expected to meet a certain time for this mile. If they do not meet this time, they are expected to do two weeks of extra conditioning prior to the start of full team conditioning.

We stress the importance of “ALL YEAR CONDITIONING”. The culture we have built does not allow for a player to view summer as “time off” or an opportunity to scale back. This test serves as the ultimate barometer of that. In the past four years of using this test, we have had no more than one player per year miss their time. The following are the times we point to for each position group:

GUARDS - 5:25
FORWARDS - 5:40
POSTS - 6:00
ALVIN GENTRY

“Toughest thing in the NBA to guard is screen and flare with a good player. Pick and roll is more limited in today’s NBA. Set ballscreens with a shooter.”

“In transition, players tend to run back into the lane on defense. It is important for guards to be more man conscious in transition – ‘stay attached to man’.”

“Very difficult to trap pick-n-rolls, guards are too good off of the dribble, plus low post player “punches” in middle of lane under goal which means the rotations are difficult.”

“Choose 2 or 3 things defensively and get good at them.”

“The best defensive teams in the NBA defensively rebound, defend and are simple with their rotations (i.e.: Knicks, Heat), also very physical and consequently are in every game.”

“Don’t let great players catch the ball.”

JEFF VAN GUNDY

“I didn’t like two-a-days. Liked to come back a second time at night, walk thru defensive concepts to prepare for next morning’s practice instead.”

“I always ask myself are we playing hard? If so, I can evaluate defensive schemes, if not your scheme can’t be evaluated.”

“Give great shooters one direction as they prepare to use screens.”

“Two keys to defense are transition defense and rebounding. He weighs these two things versus the greatness of the player when debating whether to change defensive scheme through scouting.”

"One thing that helped our post spacing is when the opposite post player went under the backboard on a low post catch. This leaves the middle open for the post up player.""}

“There is no cutting action on a low post catch when the post player catches the ball in the paint.”

“As an NBA coach, the media, older coaches, and players continually try to take your confidence away.”

“Pat Riley told me that if you are competent, sincere, reliable, and trustworthy, you can become an NBA head coach.”

"Ball Screening versus zone defense is very effective"
1-4 SET - ELBOW CATCH - WASHINGTON

A

1-4 alignment. 1 passes to 5. 2 cuts hard backdoor. 4 and 3 come together to form a high double screen.

B

1 cuts behind 5 for a handoff. 5 keeps the ball and passes to 2 cutting off of the 4, 3 double screen.

C

If 5 doesn't pass to 2, he passes back to 1 as 1 pops out. 3 walks toward the baseline.

D

5 follows his pass and sets a ball screen and rolls. 4 pins down for 3 as 2 spaces wide. 1 sees 5 on the roll and 3 cutting off of 4.
# Break alignment. 2 circles above the top. 1 passes to 2.

4 sets a wide pin down for 3. 2 passes to 3.

4 and 5 then set a baseline stagger for 1.

5 circles up and sets a flare screen for 2. 3 has four options as a passer, 1 and 2. 3 also sees both 4 and 5 "slipping" after screening.
2009 XAVIER TEAM CAMP

We just concluded another very successful Team Camp here at Xavier. Jim Staley and the Centerville Elks ran the table, going 9-0 and capturing their first Xavier Team Camp Championship. Based on the positive feedback and high demand we had for this year’s camp, we have opted to book two sessions for the Summer of 2009. Although this is 12 months away, we are excited to offer these options now so that you may reserve a spot early!

Please contact Mario Mercurio for additional Information.  
513-745-3149. mercuriom@xavier.edu

SUMMER 2009

JUNE 13-14, SATURDAY-SUNDAY  
JUNE 26-27, FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Senior class has rare depth, breadth and quality

By Andy Glockner
ESPN.com

After two seasons of freshman-filled frenzy, the 2008-09 season looks like a throwback to the 1990s, when the nation's best players were seniors.

The Class of '09 is certainly noteworthy for its combined skills. There's a returning national player of the year, a number of leading men from this season's Final Four and a plethora of big-time scorers. There is a surprising number of quality bigs and, perhaps more important in a year when the 3-point line is moving a foot farther out, a host of experienced guards who know how to orchestrate.

Somehow, this class stayed together in an age that the phrases "NBA-caliber" and "college senior" have become almost mutually exclusive. Injuries, draft question marks and a simple love of college have combined to create a class with breadth, depth and quality.

Here's a look at some of the different senior stories that will resonate throughout the upcoming season:

The face of the game
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Tyler Hansbrough is the first Naismith Award winner to return to school since Ralph Sampson in 1982-83. Come November, Tyler Hansbrough will be the nation's most-hyped senior save for John McCain. The defending Naismith Award winner will be the first to return to school since Virginia's Ralph Sampson in 1982-83, and he is arguably the best player to return for his senior season since Wake Forest's Tim Duncan did for 1996-97. Simply put, players like Hansbrough don't spend four years on campus anymore.

But although being the de facto face of college basketball might seem like enough to at least consider shunning first-round NBA draft status and the guaranteed millions that come with it, Hansbrough's decision to return to Chapel Hill was the result of more time-honored (and, in this era, archaic) thinking.

"I really enjoy going to school and being around my teammates, so it wasn't necessary for me to leave, and I didn't feel
like I needed anybody or anything," Hansbrough said. "I love the situation here. It's going to be tough to beat that, so I figure I can wait one more year and improve on a lot of different things and hopefully be in a better situation next year for when I do have to go."

Disarmingly self-aware for a guy who averaged 22.6 points and 10.2 rebounds a game, Hansbrough explained that he wants to continue to extend the range on the face-up jumper he started to show last season. He also wants to work on improving his passing, defensive footwork and shot-blocking presence. At the college level, this is like nitpicking a brushstroke on a masterpiece, but it makes sense for his pro hopes.

Hansbrough is also driven for one more chance at team glory after Carolina suffered disappointing regional final and Final Four losses the past two seasons. To that end, he received big news on Monday when running mates Ty Lawson, Wayne Ellington and Danny Green all withdrew from the NBA draft and announced they'll return for the upcoming season. With virtually everyone back, the Tar Heels should be the strong preseason favorite to win it all.

Before his teammates made their final draft decisions, Hansbrough laughed at suggestions that he was Carolina's version of Corey Brewer, who orchestrated the surprising return of Florida's core for another national title run in 2006-07. That the Heels will now face that same type of title-or-bust pressure, though, should suit Hansbrough just fine. Although winning the Naismith Award again would be a historic accomplishment, it's not why he came back.

"It seems like, at the end, no matter what individual award that you win, there's always that dissatisfying feeling at the end when you don't win the whole thing," he said. "... A lot of people would say, 'What else do you have to accomplish?' For me, I've always wanted to win a national championship."

The path to redemption
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A.J. Price returned to form last season but hit yet another snag when he tore his ACL in UConn's season-ending loss.
As A.J. Price goes through day after day of repetitive rehab to help mend the torn ACL he suffered in UConn's first-round NCAA upset loss to San Diego, you could forgive him if he were to channel the spirit of Dante Hicks, the lead character from the classic 1994 film "Clerks," and to think, "I'm not even supposed to be here today!"

Four years ago, the odds were far greater that Price would be nearing his third season in the NBA at this point. Instead, he didn't even get on the court until his third year in Storrs. A brain hemorrhage cost him his first season; involvement in a laptop theft his second. Then, after a rusty and inconsistent debut season in 2006-07, Price finally started to shine last season as he led the Huskies to a 24-9 record before shredding his knee. Now, instead of already having millions in the bank and living the NBA life, he spends his days launching a handful
of flat-footed shots and taking cues from Kalana Greene and Mel Thomas, two UConn women’s players who also tore their ACLs and are a bit ahead of him in the healing process.

It's not exactly how Price envisioned things would go, but he seems to have come to terms with the path he's taken.

"Earlier, as [the brain ailment] happened, it was very difficult [to be away from the game]. I think that led to a lot of other problems," he said, treading gently around his legal woes. "After maturing and growing up, the time off has really helped me. It's opened my eyes to a lot of different avenues and made me the person I am today."

It's easier for Price to have that attitude after his solid 2007-08 campaign. After the Huskies went a disappointing 17-14 in the 2006-07 season, UConn head coach Jim Calhoun fixed a solid portion of the blame on the team's inconsistent point guard play. That basically was a finger pointed right at Price, who was going through significant self-doubt as well.

"I absolutely felt like [Calhoun] wasn't sure anymore," Price said. "At one point, I did feel like that. Yeah, he's the coach and he's going to try to keep my spirits high, tell me what I need to hear. But it wasn't transferring on the court, so it made things kind of cloudy. Things just weren't clear for me at that time."

Things cleared up nicely last season when Price averaged 14.5 points and a team-best 5.8 assists a game, but they might get a little fuzzier again this season. The arrival of heralded freshman point guard Kemba Walker likely means Price will spend some time playing off the ball, even though his pro future clearly is at the 1. For Price, though, that's OK. He feels fortunate to have the chance to help UConn re-establish itself among the nation's elite, and showcasing his off-ball game won't hurt his prospects.

"For the next level, I've already proven I can play point guard," he said. "I played point all last year. I played point all throughout high school. I've played point forever. They know I can play that position. Right now, it's just focused on the bigger goal at hand. If that's what it has to take to do it, I'm going to have to play some 2, but they know I can play the 1."

Others in this category: Ronald Steele, Alabama; Josh Heytvelt, Gonzaga; Kyle McAlarney, Notre Dame

The endless burden
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Greg Paulus absorbs much of the opposing fans' venom as the Blue Devil they love to hate.

Being the face of an elite program carries enough weight. But what if you get the star treatment from opposing fans and the nation at large -- and you're not even a star?

That's how Greg Paulus, the lightning rod for all things Duke, has spent much of the past two seasons since J.J. Redick left his title of America's Most Hated-on Player. As Paulus was a much-more-heralded football recruit, the expectations placed on his
hardwood career may not have been completely fair, but the over-the-top attention -- positive and negative -- is part of being a Blue Devil.

"I definitely learned a lot from J.J.," Paulus said. "He was a senior [my freshman year] and took a good majority of us and kind of passed it down. Just watching him how he dealt with [the attention], how it made him focused, how it made him concentrate harder. Just his reaction and response to the things and how he handled himself was a great example he set for me."

Paulus has been a key part of Duke teams that have failed to reach the Sweet 16 the past two seasons, but he's also been a member of some of the youngest Duke teams in recent memory. After Redick and fellow All-American Shelden Williams left after the 2005-06 season, the next two Blue Devils teams had a combined total of one contributing senior -- guard DeMarcus Nelson last season. For a program that has thrived on upperclassmen molding each new wave of Blue Devils, underclassmen's departures have had an impact.

Now Paulus is one of those seniors. He said he never wanted anything other than to be a four-year player, to get his degree, to experience playing for Mike Krzyzewski. But he knows that his legacy will be determined by how far next season's team goes. Duke has a lot of talent back from last season's club, which rose as high as No. 2 in the polls before fading down the stretch. Expectations are high. He says he's ready for all aspects of that challenge, even the road games at which opposing fans show little tact.

"I don't know that I can appropriately say some of the things you hear," he said with a chuckle. "I just don't feel like that would be suitable."

**Others in this category:** Dominic James, Marquette

---

**The unassuming leader**
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Sam Young may be an unassuming leader, but his high-flying game is hard to ignore. As Pitt head coach Jamie Dixon puts it, when you average more than 18 points a game for a 27-win team and take home MVP honors from the Big East tournament, you've earned the right to consider an early departure to the NBA.

So why did forward Sam Young barely even ponder leaving the program after his junior season?

"I decided the best thing for myself would be to go back to school, get my degree and have something to fall back on," he said. "Become a man. My mom always preached about getting a degree and stuff like that, so I definitely wanted to do that for my mother. Just becoming a Pitt alumni, that's priceless."

"When I do go into the NBA, I want to have polished every aspect of my game," added Young, who averaged only 7.2 points a game as a sophomore. "... When the time comes next year, I feel like I'll be more ready -- physically, mentally -- to compete. I don't want to be one of those guys that goes to the NBA and sits on the bench."
Young's rise didn't come as a surprise to Dixon, who said the staff spoke to Young before last season about his presumptive role as the team's new go-to scorer. Dixon said the staff had to work with Young more on the off-court stuff -- both in the locker room and with the media -- that comes with being a star.

"For some [time], he'd rather do other things than talk, but now I think he embraces it and likes it," Dixon said about Young's leadership role. "It was part of being who he wanted to be. You can't pick and choose."

Asked whether he's worried about entering this season as a proven marked man, Young quietly noted that he saw plenty of double-teams down the stretch last season. He also notes that having returnees like point guard Levance Fields and big man DeJuan Blair makes him and Pitt a well-rounded threat. The Panthers' status as a Big East favorite definitely helped keep Young around.

"We have a lot of pieces to the puzzle, and I preach on them every day," he said. "My goal is to win a national championship, and I think it's possible. I think it's very possible."

**Others in this category:** Josh Carter, Texas A&M; Jeff Pendergraph, Arizona State

### The proving ground
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UNC knows Tyrese Rice can score. But can the senior score and make his BC teammates better, too?

Need a microcosm of Tyrese Rice's junior season? Look no further than Boston College's home date with North Carolina. In as lethal an offensive performance as you'll see at this level, Rice tore the Heels apart for 34 first-half points on his way to 46, the second-best scoring performance in Division 1 last season. But in the process, BC blew an 18-point lead and lost. Again.

The Eagles' 14-17 campaign is a large reason that Rice, who averaged 21.0 points and 5.0 assists last season, is back in Chestnut Hill for his senior season. Rice said he didn't want his college career to end with a losing season, especially after experiencing the highs of a top-10 ranking his freshman year. Another part of it is that he might not have had too much of a choice. The NBA doesn't exactly have a long track record of loving diminutive scoring point guards.

"It's always going to be tough for a small guard to make it to the next level, so you want to make sure you present the best possible package, and he just has not done that yet," said BC head coach Al Skinner. "He's more than capable of doing more than what he's done so far, and he has to demonstrate that."

Skinner went on to note that BC's problem last season wasn't Rice but rather the lack of consistency from the rest of the roster that often left Rice as the team's sole offensive hope. Still, Rice agrees with his coach's assessment about what he needs to do to attract pro attention, and he feels he can make the Eagles a better club in the process.

"I have to be more efficient, both offensively and defensively," Rice said. "Maybe instead of averaging 21 and 5, maybe it
will be something like 18 and 8 with higher percentages, a better assist/turnover ratio. Just do a more effective job on the floor."

Given his prodigious production, it's hard to believe Rice is not more of a mainstream name. After all, BC plays in a premier conference and is located in a major media market. It just goes to show how important winning is, especially for a point guard. One thing's for sure: Skinner is glad that Rice stayed.

"Our guys are going to improve, and it is extremely helpful that Tyrese has stayed around because he gives us the leadership and makes the difference in bridging the gap for us between experience and talent where we lie right now," Skinner said. "He's going to be the bridge for that. If he's successful, he'll get his share of recognition."

**Others in this category:** Jon Brockman, Washington; Stefon Jackson, UTEP; Darren Collison, UCLA; Jack McClinton, Miami; Jeremy Pargo, Gonzaga

*Andy Glockner is a regular contributor to ESPN.com's college basketball coverage and is the host of the ESPNU College Basketball Insider podcast. He can be reached at bubblewatch@gmail.com.*